The harmonious relationship between light, air and space is fully explored in this remarkable and intelligently designed property by architect Carlos Vasconcellos. Built to a bold, contemporary design but acknowledging the region’s traditional architectural heritage, the interiors follow an open plan configuration that allows for imaginative freedom of expression. A strong visual component is the extensive use of natural materials that lend the villa an organic quality. Large picture windows draw in an abundance of soft diffused light, particularly so in the lounge. The villa accommodates five bedroom suites over three levels, two of which are master suites. The master suite on the upper floor opens on to an extended private terrace with its own outdoor gas fireplace and exclusive Jacuzzi. The Italian designed and manufactured gourmet kitchen epitomises form and function and is fitted and equipped to the highest calibre. The lower floor incorporates a wine cellar, large sports-games room with built-in bar, spa, gymnasium and home cinema. Outside, a covered barbeque terrace fronts a beautiful heated infinity pool, with two mirror pools off. The carefully maintained landscaped gardens run down to a private lake.
The 5 ensuite bedrooms are divided between three levels
2 master suites each with double-sided gas fire. Villeroy & Bosch ensuite bathrooms. Hansgrohe shower
Poliform wardrobes throughout with internal Sevetto wardrobe lifts
2 social bathrooms
Villeroy & Bosch bathroom fittings throughout
Fully equipped and fitted Valcucine Italian kitchen. Smeg appliances. Direct access to covered terrace and barbecue area
Central air conditioning
Lounge 90m² with gas fireplace. Separate dining room and TV/family room
Ground floor office and study
Double glazed windows filled with argon gas to maximise heat in winter and coolness during summer months
Technal tilt and slide windows
5 double sided gas fires
All areas have under floor heating and cooling
Solar panels provide hot water throughout the house
Spa with Jacuzzi, sauna and walk-in shower
Gymnasium
Sports-entertainment room and home cinema
Wine cellar
Domotics system operated from any point in the world that has access to Wi-Fi or 3G. Owner's iPhone, iPod, or computer can be programmed to activate all controls within the house and garden area including lighting, heating, cooling and alarm system
Wi-Fi throughout. Fibre optic system
Alarm and CCTV surveillance system and other security measures
Infinity pool oxygenated by special pumping system so no chemicals needed. LED lighting to match the mood
Landscaped Mediterranean garden with private lake
Large garage for 3-4 vehicles
VILLA DESIGN
The Algarve is Portugal’s southernmost province and one of Europe’s most popular holiday destinations. Blessed with a wonderfully agreeable climate and a stunning Atlantic coastline, this is a region full of character and contrast. Renowned for its superb beaches, magnificent golf courses and lively cosmopolitan resorts, the Algarve is also a land of unhurried charm, where a more conventional way of life prevails.
A rich historical legacy is celebrated through a wealth of unique visitor attractions. Nature, in all her rare and delicate beauty, can be appreciated in the wide variety of wildlife found here. Outdoor pursuits prevail. Water sport is popular, and discovering the region by foot or on horseback is a favourite option. But playing the fairways remains the most enticing and challenging pastime. Drawing inspiration from the ocean and a proud seafaring tradition, Algarve gastronomy is also flavoured by a countryside culture unchanged for centuries. Staying here can be quiet and secluded or vibrant and energetic. But a relaxed atmosphere always prevails. And with Faro International Airport just two hours away from most European cities, this is a destination waiting to be explored, waiting to be discovered.

- Algarve has more than 30 golf courses
- Luxury leisure and recreational facilities
- Upmarket boutiques & fine restaurants
- International concerts & events
- Unspoiled Nature & peaceful surroundings
- Many secluded sandy beaches

www.barraprime.com